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Please find below a survey of extensions and fixed bugs: 
 

Versions-Update Übersicht 

Version Funktion erweitert korrigiert 

V3.2.2 ID# 1023: JetViewSoft 

If the zoom factor of a mask was not equal to 100%, it was 
not clear why the Grid object could not be switched to 
UserMode. It now appears a hint. 

 

 

 ID# 1215: JetViewSoft 

Changing the font size of a cell in the grid object has not 
been accepted sometimes. 

 

 

 ID# 1239: JetViewSoft 

If a user configured for an IO-dynamic only one of the two 
limits min/max, so at runtime there appeared a wrong 
message. 

 

 

 ID# 1242: JetViewSoft 

With older projects (before version 3.x), it could 
happened, that the LED-Driver wasn’t configured correctly 
and the lights were not activated by the driver. 

 

 

 ID# 1243: JetViewSoft 

The deployment has always transferred all files from the 
output directory on the JetView display, although the 
download of non-modified files (e.g. images) was not 
necessary. 

 

 

 ID# 1250: JetViewSoft (ER-STX-Platform) 

The compiler has been created an invalid build result after 
multiple compilation of the same project. In this case 
there were some tags, which were not refreshed even if 
the Active property was set to TRUE. 

 

 

 ID# 1257: JetViewSoft 

In MeterEx object negative values of the property 
MinValue led to a bad sector representation. A bug has 
also occurred when the values for the property 
SectorValue  were not assigned in ascending order. 

 

 

 ID# 1259: JVER 

The usability of the user management at run time has 
been improved. 

 

 

 ID# 1260: JetViewSoft 

If a user has changed the parameter SenderID of the 
macro command CallSTXFunktion to the type long, so this 
triggered an unacceptable error. 
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Overview of Version Updates 

Version Function New Fixed 

V3.2.2 ID# 1261: JetViewSoft 

If an object was inserted into the objectpool by using 
copy/paste and the user canceled the operation by 
clicking on the X button in the following dialog, the 
program has been crashed. 

 

 

 ID# 1262: JetViewSoft 

When converting from projects that have been created 
with a program version 2.x, there were not converted all 
the dynamics. 

 

 

 ID# 1264: JetViewSoft 

The position of a pointer in a group that was referred to 
via pointers has been misrepresented. This also resulted 
to an incorrect representation in the component editor. 

 

 

 ID# 1265: JetViewSoft 

If a user inserted a JetTagDB entry of type array which 
contains a struct into a communication- service, so it was 
not stored correctly. Some tags were stored with an 
invalid value for the Active property. This has meant that 
some tags were not updated at runtime. 

 

 

 ID# 1267: JetViewSoft 

Tags, which were inserted from the JetTagDB-window and 
which referenced a register-bit, did not work correctly. 
This tag was update from the whole Register only. 

 

 

 ID# 1269: JetViewSoft 

After adding an event to a grid-object, the project was not 
able to load anymore. 

 

 

 ID# 1270: JetViewSoft 

With the F2 key in previous versions it was possible to 
start editing the object name. In version 3.2.1 this key was 
assigned to the navigation through bookmarks. The 
assignment has been corrected. It is now again possible to 
change the object name with F2. 

 

 

 ID# 1272: JetViewSoft 

The shortcut keys ALT +0 ALT +8 ... did not always work 
correctly. These shortcuts can be used for toggling the 
appearance of the docking windows. 
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Overview of Version Updates 

Version Function New Fixed 

V3.2.2 ID# 1274: JetViewSoft (ER-STX(S)-Platform) 

The compiler didn’t create the interface file 
VisualInterface.stxp for the platform ER-STX(S). 

  

 ID# 1277: JetViewSoft 

Typing a character into the search window of JetTagDB 
causes an immediately lost the input focus. Further 
character could not be entered. 

  

 ID# 1279: JetViewSoft 

The message window, which indicates that a JetTagDB-file 
has changed was displayed, although JetViewSoft was not 
the foreground application 

  

 ID# 1281: JetViewSoft 

If a user changed the filter in the load workspace dialog to 
*.* and then he selected an image file, so this led to a 
program crash. 

  

 ID# 1282: JetViewSoft 

For the platform STX-PC/CE the objects Meter, MeterEx, 
Edit und Checkbox have shown an invalid entry 
NumberVariable in the property window, if these objects 
were part of a group. 

  

 ID# 1287: JetViewSoft 

A conversion of projects version 2.x created some invalid 
links to previous contained HTML-projects. 

  

 ID# 1289: JetViewSoft 

If a user has added new displays to a project, after a 
reload of the project there has been appeared some 
additional invalid items below the controller node. 

  

 ID# 1299: JetViewSoft 

If a user configured a cell of the grid-object with an input 
dialog, the property grid was displaying the new setting 
not until leaving and reselecting the cell.  

  

 ID# 1301: JetViewSoft 

If a user has changed the type of grid cell to checkbox and 
previously there was an input dialog assigned, so it wasn’t 
possible to change the state of the checkbox by mouse 
click at runtime. 
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Overview of Version Updates 

Version Function New Fixed 

V3.2.2 ID# 1307: JVER 

The STX-Interpreter of the EmbeddedRuntime (JVER) 
didn’t store the current values of the registers before it 
has been shutting down. 

  

 ID# 1309: JetViewSoft 

An invalid ResourceID was not detected by the compiler 
as an error. In embedded runtime (JVER) versions prior to 
3.2.1.560 an invalid ResourceID in an input dialog results 
in a program crash. 

  

 ID# 1311: JetViewSoft 

The configuration of the font size for the user 
management window was not deployed to the runtime 
system (JVER). 

  

 ID# 1315: JetViewSoft 

If a user opened a project with a doubleclick on a *.jvp 
project-file, so the AutoRecovery-function was not able to 
restore a damaged project-file with a previous saved 
*.bak file. 

  

 ID# 1318: JetViewSoft 

The JetTagDB-Server was not creating correctly the 
addresses of string Register for STX-projects. For example 
an array of string [8] wasn‘t created with a register offset 
of 4, but with an invalid register offset of 3. 

  

 ID# 1322: JetViewSoft 

An activated option "Enable flashing images" under 
Tools/Options/Format had no effect. 

 

 

 ID# 1325: JetViewSoft 

A running build process could not be interrupted 
immediately. It could take a long time until the system 
reacted to it. 

 

 

 ID# 1327: JetViewSoft (ER-STX-Plattform)  

Was a Move-Dynamic configured just with one tag 
(horizontal or vertical), so the runtime system has been 
used a zero position for the other tag. This has been 
resulted in a movement only at the top or at the left 
border of the screen. 
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Overview of Version Updates 

Version Function New Fixed 

 ID# 1330: JetViewSoft 

The AutoRecovery function was only launched when 
opening a workspace. In this way it happened, that *. bak 
files were not created. Now, the start of the 
AutoRecovery function is already at startup. 

 

 

 

 
 


